Learning Update 22.3.19
What a busy week! So much learning has taken place!
We had a wonderful day out yesterday and your children were an absolute delight to take out. They were
excited, happy, polite, cheerful and full of energy! The staff at Lackford Lakes were very complimentary 
We split into 2 groups and each group did 3 activities. The staff there were lovely and full of information.
When you come to see our class assembly you will be able to see all the photos we took!
In English/Topic this week we identified and wrote about what an insect is. We did our handwriting on
Wednesday because today we wrote a recount of our school trip!
In Maths this week we focussed on quick mental maths recall and also continued to use the 100 square to
identify missing numbers! It was lovely to see that so many children had obviously been using their 100
squares at home!
In Topic we began to think about our designs for making a bug out of a plastic bottle!
In ICT we used a paint programme to draw pictures form ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’.
PE was as usual on Tuesday morning and Wednesday afternoon.
PSHE was with Mrs Shipp on Tuesday.
Today was Green Day. It was great to see everyone in green!
Certificates this week: Jac
Writer of the Week: Leo
Superstar in Year 1 for resilience and independence: Lilly
A date for your diary (CHANGED) – Thursday 4th April – we are planning our dress up as a bug day!
We would also like to invite you to join us for a class sharing assembly at 9:15am in the hall.
FYI we decided to take a water bottle for each child on the school trip and we have kept these at school
to use in DT next week so we no longer need the children to bring in a water bottle on Monday!
I was also delighted to hear today that Year 1 won Bookster Bear (along with Year 4) for being Star
Readers this week! Such a great achievement. I was very proud! Please keep up with the reading!
Have a good weekend,

Mrs Fiddes

